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2021
1. INT.- HOWL'S BEDROOM

Loud muffled moans can be heard as a vibrator vibes inside
the boyfriend's ass as he lies (supposedly bound) on the
bondage table.

Howl walks into the room, seeming unbothered by the sight
before him.

HOWL
(dark chuckle) Oh...did I
leave you for too long? I
tend to lose track of time
when I'm cooking.

Howl snaps his fingers and the vibrator stops. Muffled
whimper and heavy breathing through the nose of the boyfriend
can be heard as he calms down.

HOWL
Let's see how you did.

Howl pulls out the vibrator causing the boyfriend to let out
a muffled moan followed by a muffled noise of relief.

HOWL
(impressed)

30 minutes and not a single drop
from you.

(praising)
Good boy.

Howl's pour water into a cup.

HOWL
Undo your gag and drink this.
Afterwards...

(seductive)
I'll reward you.

Boyfriend rises from the table and undoes his gag. You can
hear him take in deep raspy breaths before drinking down his
water. There is a satisfied sigh that comes from his mouth
once he is finished.

HOWL
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One question before we begin...how
were you able to undo your gag?

A soft gasp leaves the Boyfriend's throat.

HOWL
If I remember correctly, I had your
wrist bound to the table.

HOWL
Did my mutt get too eager and tried
to take care of himself without my
permission?

Silence

HOWL
(dom)

Put the gag back in and lay on the
table.

The boyfriend does as he is told

HOWL
Such a naughty thing. And I was
planning on rewarding you too.

(dom) Now, I'll have to
punish you instead.

Several loud hard slaps are heard followed by the muffled
scream from Boyfriend after each slap.

HOWL
(Said with force as he
spanks him)

You should have known better than
to-

Loud, hard slap followed by muffled Boyfriend's scream.

HOWL
-Undo daddy's knots

Loud, hard slaps continue along with the muffled screams from
Boyfriend. One slap causes the boyfriend to let out a muffled
orgasm. Howl lets out a disgusted grunt as cum splatters on
his face. Boyfriend lets out a mixture of pain and pleased
moans and whimpers as he comes down from his high.

HOWL
(angry)

You really are being disobedient
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today.

HOWL
Cumming without my permission, and
on my face no less.

HOWL
WELL, since you like cumming so
much...

The boyfriends left out muffled pain moans and whimpers as
his cock gets over stimulated from Howl stroking him.

HOWL
Why not cum again?

HOWL
What's wrong? A bit too much? Still
sensitive from your last one...

(dome)...Well, too bad.

Boyfriend moans get incoherent and louder as Howl's hands
move faster.

HOWL
Cum, you bastard! I said cum!

The boyfriend lets a loud muffled choked orgasm followed by
whimpering as Howl lets go of his cock. Howl takes the ball
gag out and you hear shuttered shaking breathing from
boyfriend before Howl covers his mouth with his. The two
share a brief tender make-out session. Howl ends the kiss and
you can hear the boyfriend breathing now calm and slow.

HOWL
(tenderly)

Good boy.


